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Paul Haliday giving visitors the low down

(photograph courtesy of Paul Haliday)

Sunday the 6th of September saw Lasham hosting an “Open Day” during
which, over the course of the whole day, more than 400 visitors attended. The
event was opened by local MP, Damian Hinds, and hosted by the Gliding
Heritage Centre in partnership with “Energy Alton”, who were supported by the
East Hampshire District Council’s Energy Team. The “Energy Alton” goal was
to exhibit various kinds of environmentally friendly transport, and to support
this there were a large number of electric cars and bicycles on display and
available for test drives and rides – the cars in particular saw considerable
usage!
Many of the GHC’s fleet of airworthy aircraft took to the skies with the flights
ably described by Gary Pullen in his running commentary. Those that didn’t fly
were on static display, and the Grasshopper Primary proved especially popular
on its Pendelbock stand, the wind being just about strong enough for both
adults and children to experience controlling a glider effectively. Thankfully the
weather was very kind, the public saw much local soaring going on and trial
flights in the T21 and two K13s proved very popular.

(photograph courtesy of Paul Haliday)

Damian Hinds tries his hand at ‘flying’ a
Primary

The whole event involved a huge
amount of planning and practical
preparation led by Glyn Bradney
and Gary Pullen respectively. Glyn
had just over 40 Lasham members
volunteering to help on the day and
incredibly every single one of them
turned up! – plus several more
unexpected to boost the team. All
of the volunteers deserve praise,
but especially so the catering
team led by Maureen Pullen who
had a very busy time!

All-in-all a very successful day, we
couldn’t really have wished for better. “Energy Alton” and the EHDC were
delighted, and so were the GHC!

Getting them interested at an early age

Electric bikes under test

Gary Pullen keeping a running commentary

The GHC chefs hard at work
(photographs above courtesy of Nan Appleyard)

Ups and Downs of a Red Kite
A BIT OF HISTORY

Ed Mason and I bought BGA 663 in August 2004 from
the late and much missed Bill Tonkyn, I’m now the sole
owner. Note Slingsbys built the Kite 2 to fill the need for
an intermediate club glider following the end of WW2.
Unfortunately it was one of Slingsbys less successful
designs, and there were 2 key reasons for this. Firstly
they were competing against the Elliotts of Newbury built
Olympia which was a truly excellent glider for its time.
Secondly, and more importantly, the Kirbymoorside factory
made a horrible error through building the outer sections
of the wings with “wash in” rather than the intended “wash
out”. The consequence of this was that the glider spun like
a top and this was the fate of the prototype, first flight 11th
April 1946, which spun into the trees at Camphill on the 10th
April 1947, this whilst it was on a sales tour. Fortunately
the pilot was uninjured but the glider was a write off, and
the word rapidly went round the British gliding movement
“Don’t fly the Kite 2 it’s lethal!”

(photograph courtesy of Paul Haliday)

Actually Slingsbys only built the prototype, the production
run was built under licence by Martin Hearn Ltd at Hooton
Park, Cheshire. There’s some uncertainty regarding how
many Kite 2s were actually made and subsequently
sold. After a good deal of research the author thinks 13
(including the prototype), though Martin Simons cites only
11. BGA 663 is “MHL 200” and has a placard signingoff its completion by MHL dated 5th June 1947. For this
reason I think this glider very likely was one of the early
demonstrators and first flew in 1947. However, I can’t
prove this as the first recorded flight in the logbook is 9th
June 1951 at Redhill with the pilot Lorne Welch. Slingsbys
had to take back all of the Kite 2s from Martin Hearn and
rebuild the outer sections of the wings. Otherwise they
wouldn’t have sold and Slingsbys would have been stuck
with them.
It was in fact BGA 663 that was tested at Redhill in June
1951 by Lorne Welch and Frank Irving of the BGA Test
Group, the purpose to recommend its formal certification
by the Air Registration Board which duly was granted. The

modified Kites were classified as Kite 2a’s but 663 went on
to be significantly modified by Frank Irving and syndicate
between November and May 1952 after its move from
Redhill to Lasham, and is the sole Kite 2b. A number of
modifications were made, the principal one being the
fitting of “barn door” airbrakes to the under surface of the
wings to supplement the top surface spoilers. 663 was
sold in June 1957 and saw a further 5 syndicates before
being purchased from Dunstable by two of its original
owners, Frank Irving and Ralph Hooper, plus Bill Tonkyn
in September 1992. A complete restoration followed which
was completed in May 1994, and it was during this that
663 acquired its famous red livery and was christened the
“Red” Kite.

MUCH MORE RECENT TIMES
The 8th of August 2015 was the first day of the Lasham
Vintage Task Week at Lasham and not a happy day for
the author! I took off in my Skylark 2 AYD intending to do
the Hungerford – Chilbolton triangle. It was its first flight
after its C of A which was carried out by myself under
the supervision of Gary Pullen. On the aerotow I was
dismayed to find that neither of the electric or mechanical
varios were working so a rapid descent and landing was
made to investigate what was wrong. It took me a while but
eventually I tracked it down to my own complete stupidity,
in that when I’d replaced the cockpit flooring I’d badly
pinched the tube coming from the total energy probe in
the tail. With it finally sorted it was too late for another go
at Hungerford – Chilbolton which left me cursing, though it
was all entirely my own fault.
Earlier in the day Mike Borrowdale asked if he could fly
my Kite 2b to which I said “Yep, fine” on the spur of the
moment, though I confess I didn’t properly think about the
possible consequences. Well Mike got round Hungerford
and landed out just NNW of Bullington Cross on the second
leg close to the A34, a very good effort in a Kite 2, but one
that meant a retrieve.

(photograph taken by the author)

Now the Kite’s wooden trailer with its tarpaulin is a real
antiquity, many others would use less complementary
terms!
It had originally housed Mark Wills and the late Keith
Green’s Weihe and was going to be burnt in 1992 after
they’d built a new metal trailer. However, Frank Irving and
syndicate bought it for the Kite and 23 years later it’s still
sort of chugging along. It hadn’t, though, been used in
anger, apart from a few circuits of the peritrack, since the
2010 VGC rally at Tibenham, Norfolk. So a rapid check
of the trailer tyre pressures and off Martin Hollowell and I
went with Richard Moyse driving the Lasham truck as we’d
been warned by Mike that access to the field was via a
long and heavily rutted track which was utterly unsuitable
for a normal car.

I had any intentions of going out on the public roads if I
could avoid it!
However, the request came for my Kite to go to Brooklands
to be on display for their Aviation Day event on Sunday
20th September. I couldn’t go myself as I was returning
from the Long Mynd, but with some trepidation I agreed,
with the proviso the trailer wasn’t towed at more than 40
mph. It turned out to be a successful day, probably not
as many visitors as expected but good interest in the Kite
and our team was kept busy. Ed Mason towed the trailer
to Brooklands and back without any problems to my relief.

Okay, we got there no dramas, derigged the glider which
had landed in a soft powdery earth field, and got back onto
the public highway without any problems. About 8:30 pm
we’d just got back to Herriard and I was thinking another
10 minutes and I’ll be sipping a nice cold lager in the
Lasham bar! Not to be! The port trailer wheel detached
itself just before Herriard Church, not to be seen again!
Fortunately there was a pull-in where we ground to a halt.
Also even more fortunate in that we had Richard Moyse
with us who’s a far more practical person than the author!
Had I checked the trailer wheel nuts for tightness? Err,
No. Was the spare wheel in the trailer? Err, No, it was in
my garage at home back in Alton. Oh dear, mind you the
4 trailer wheel nuts had also departed never to be seen
again. So Richard went back the mile and a half to Lasham,
found a spare wheel and some nuts. The threads on the
port trailer wheel were not surprisingly badly stripped and
we only managed to get one fully secured and another
one about half way. With this done we set off at 5 mph
and turned onto the back lanes at Herriard crossroads. To
everyone’s amazement we actually got back, parked the
trailer, and retired to the bar at about 10:30! Phew, the 8th
of August 2015 was a memorable day for me, but for all the
wrong reasons!

(photograph courtesy of Paul Haliday)

(photograph courtesy of Paul Haliday)

The Kite enjoyed a further day of being in the limelight on
Saturday 26th September when it was on display outside
the Swan Hotel, Alton, at the request of the Alton Herald
in support of their Classic Car event. A really lovely day
kept Gary Pullen’s team very busy for over 6 hours and
everyone agreed it was a most successful event in which
the Kite made a significant contribution.
(photograph courtesy of Paul Haliday)

Onto happier times. I’d thought that was finally it for the
trailer but Ed Mason got some metric wheel studs from
Southern Trailers, Medstead, and this allowed us to put
the spare wheel back on and after straightening out and
re-securing the (damaged) port trailer mudguard we were
back in business with a “sort-of” serviceable trailer, not that

So BGA 663 has become somewhat of a celebrity in
recent times – though not its trailer! There’s a request that
the GHC support the Alton Yuletide festival on Sunday
6th December. I suspect that we will, and it could well be
the Kite 2 being displayed outside the Swan Hotel again.
Watch out for it if you’re in Alton on the day.
Glyn Bradney

The Future Development of the GHC
As many of you know, when we
formed the GHC in 2012 we planned
three phases of development.
• Phase 1 -The Chris Wills Hangar
which was opened in 2013
• Phase 2 - A museum building with
an exhibition area and a document
archive
• Phase 3 - An extension to the
hangar to allow us to display more
gliders.
Following this plan, a small group
of us spent a considerable amount
of time last winter preparing an
application to the Heritage Lottery
Funded (HLF) for a grant for the
museum building. The idea was
that the new building would be
added to the south side of the
hangar as shown in the picture. It would have
interconnecting doors and windows so that
visitors in the exhibition area could look through
and see the gliders. In addition to the archive
room the plan included a workshop where visitors
could see how vintage gliders are restored and
inspectors and private owners could be trained
in the specialised skills. The layout is shown in
the diagram together with an impression of what
the new building might have looked like.

Site for
Museum
Building

Carpark

The preparation of the bid took a great deal of
work. It involved the production of an outline
design for the building, a plan for the exhibits
and estimates of all the costs. We also had to
hold a competition to select an architect. The
bid was eventually submitted in March but in
June we learnt that our proposal had not been
successful. The main reason was that the HLF selection
committee thought our project too ambitious and risky for a
small organisation with no professional staff. Gliding was
also seen as a minority interest. Although the decision was
disappointing it was no great surprise. We knew that there
is fierce competition in this part of the country for heritage
funding and we were asking for the maximum regional
grant of just under £2M. Before we started we had no
experience of writing a proposal of this kind so we leant a
great deal from the process but it is now clear that there
is little point in modifying and resubmitting our bid in the
near future.
The planning team have therefore now turned their attention
to Phase 3 of the original plan. Over the last 2 years the
GHC has been very successful in expanding the collection
and there is now an urgent need for more accommodation.

During the last financial year (up to April 2015) we were
given seven extra gliders bringing the total owned by the
GHC to sixteen. This is in addition to the privately owned
gliders and those on loan from the Brooklands Museum.
Since April the Scott Viking I has also been donated. We
are also expecting a Dart 15 and an original T29 Motor
Tutor in the near future. The
GHC now has by far the most
comprehensive collection of
vintage gliders in this country
and probably the largest
collection of British gliders in
Hangar 1
the world so we would like to
display them in the best way.
At present the hangar is full of
gliders packed in random order
which makes it very difficult
for visitors to understand the
history. Other gliders have to be
kept in their trailers and are not
seen. If we had more room we
could display the collection much better. For example, we
could group gliders built by the same company together
in chronological order and illustrate the evolution of the
designs. This would make it much more interesting for
visitors.
Our original plan for Phase 3 was to extend the present
hangar by 30m to the west and there is extra land on our

site to do this. However, it would be difficult for gliders
at the back to be moved out as there is no room for an
exit at the west end. The current idea is therefore to build
a second hanger alongside the existing one. It could be
further down the hill, as shown in the picture, where the
ground is flatter. This would leave a 20m wide space
between the hangars for us to
add a museum building at a
later date. One option would
be to have a workshop in the
back with an access door
so that we can maintain the
collection and keep the skills
of working on wooden gliders
alive.
Hangar 2
Assuming that we do some of
the work ourselves (as we did
for the first hangar) the total
cost would be about £130k.
We have about £30k at present
that we could spend on the project so we need to raise
another £100k. If our income continues as it is at present
it will take about 10 years to accumulate this amount so if
you have any fund raising suggestions or can help in any
way please let us know. The extra hangar would transform
the GHC and help us do justice to our unique collection.
Tony Newbery

Foka Restoration Project
In the early spring of 2014 a Polish SZL Foka 4 was donated to the GHC. Originally flown in Denmark this glider had
spent the great majority of its life flying at Sutton Bank owned by Leslie Nicholson and Gwynneth Sutton. Late March
and Glyn Bradney and Colin Simpson travelled north to the Bank to accept this generous donation and were very
pleasantly surprised indeed when Leslie and Gwynneth additionally donated £500 to assist with the Foka’s restoration.
An initial inspection revealed that it did need quite
a bit of work to bring it back to its former glory. The
original paint had been overpainted at least three
times in places on the fuselage, so Ray Whittaker
and I decided to remove all the layers which
involved a lot of tedious scraping!
The interior had also been painted with hammerite
which looked awful. The fuselage was prepared for
painting by several members of the Lasham VGC
group and was sprayed in a new coat of bright
orange. John Brooke recreated all the original
decals and the new “G” Reg logo. We also took
this opportunity to change all of the original hemp
centre steel cables for the elevator and the rudder. (photograph courtesy of Mike Borrowdale)
Ray recovered the rudder and elevator as the
fabric was very tired. We then got a wing into the workshop and started on that. The first job was to replace the aileron
cables which needed the wing opening up to afford access. Mark Wills has now manufactured a new ash skid as the
original had also seen much better days.
That’s where we are at the moment. The goal is to have the Foka back in the air in the early spring of 2016.
Gary Pullen

The Scott Viking 1
Scott Light Aircraft Ltd based in Dunstable were formed
in December 1938. The company had previously been
Zander & Scott which had to be rescued from the threat of
bankruptcy by Lord St Davids. The key man and designer
was W.R. (Walter Roy) Scott and the rescue enabled him
to put his Viking series of gliders into production – the
name “Viking” was suggested by Scott’s wife.
Four single seat Scott Viking 1’s were built (there was
also a single two seater Viking 2) and they had a 51 foot
span, the prototype first flying on the 6th November 1938,
price ex works was £265. There were a number of very
innovative features about this design:
•

The ailerons, which were differentially geared,
automatically connected when the wings were
attached.

•

Via a lever in the cockpit, the ailerons could be
trimmed up or down to act as camber flaps.

•

No detachable fairing was required to cover the
wing roots, attaching the wings to the fuselage was
easily done through a vertical steel expanding bolt
that was inserted and tightened from above.

No doubt many more Viking 1s would have been built and
sold but for the intervention of the Second World War –
all civilian gliding was banned from Easter 1940 unless a
rarely granted special permit was given. Individual details
of the four gliders produced follow:

The Prototype, Construction Number (c/n) 111

1939. We know nothing about the subsequent history of
this glider in WW2. It’s not recorded as being at any of
Christchurch, Ringway, or Haddenham, and neither with
the ATC. We have to assume it was stored which is good
because BGA 416, ex G-ALRD, is the sole surviving Viking
1 today – we have to believe the prototype which went
to Argentina no longer exists. The documentation starts
following a major overhaul in July 1948 when it was owned
by R.D.Dickson who subsequently sold it to the Coventry
GC in 1951. Come 1962 it was sold to Lou Glover at
Husbands Bosworth who owned and flew it for almost 40
years before selling it to Mike Beach of Brooklands fame
in 2001 when it moved to Halton.

(BGA 416 at the Firle Beacon rally in 1972, photograph courtesy
of Scale Soaring UK. Note this rally was held to commemorate
the very first British gliding meeting held 50 years earlier.)

This was shipped to Argentina by Philip Cooper (a nice
addition to a business trip!) in 1939 who flew it there and
then sold it. A number of gliding records were set up by this
Viking 1 in Argentina. Its eventual fate is unknown though
it’s recorded as making a number of impressive flights
in 1940 based at the Club Argentino de Planeadores
Albatross 15 miles to the west of Buenos Aires. It was
certainly still flying in the late 1940s.

BGA 415, c/n 112

This was impressed by the military in the Spring of 1940.
It was one of the gliders sent to Christchurch to participate
in the secret Worth Matravers radar trials carried out in
June/July 1940. This was with the “Special Duties Flight”
led by Wing Commander Mungo Buxton. One of BGA 415
or BGA 425 went on to the CLE at Ringway, Manchester,
and then to Haddenham with Number 1 GTS. Wikipedia
say it was BGA 425 though the Middle Wallop records of
Captain Cross don’t confirm which one it was. What we
do know is that BGA 415 was transferred to the ATC where
it was struck off charge on 26th February 1942, it’s most
likely fate being that it was subsequently burnt. Note the
great majority of the radar trial flights at Worth Matravers
were carried out by the Viking 1s, at least 13 of the 18
operational flights and almost certainly 15.

BGA 416, c/n 114

This was sold to a W.E. Filmer of the Southdown GC in

then still owned by Lou Glover; photograph courtesy of Scale
Soaring UK)

Above photograph was taken on the 30th Sept 1999. This
was a fly-in memorial rally held in the same field close to
Stanford Hall (itself close to Husbands Bosworth) where
Percy Pilcher, the pioneer aviator suffered his fatal crash
100 years previously. He died at Stanford Hall 2 days
later, the stone monument to him sited at the exact crash
spot can be seen in the background Next to the Viking 1
is Laurie Woodage’s Scud 3 and beyond that the tail of
the Kite 2b after restoration by Frank Irving and partners,
now owned by the author. The especial tragedy of Percy
Pilcher’s death is that on the same day he was intending
to fly a powered tri-plane from the same field. Had he
succeeded it would have been the first ever powered flight
and would have beaten Orville Wright, 17th December
1903, by 4 years!

In 2004 BGA 416 was very temporarily owned by
Peterborough Sailplanes before being sold to Willem den
Baas (Holland) in May 2004. It had last flown in August of
1992 when 909 hours were recorded from 2712 launches.
It next flew in October 2011 and hasn’t flown subsequently,
though we intend that that will change in the spring of
2016! More shortly on this glider.

Glider Club and the Gliding Heritage Centre.
As a token of gratitude to agreeing to the sale of the glider;
Bob Van Aalst presented his friend Willem den Baars with a
special hand carved model of the Scott Viking. The Gliding
Heritage Centre presented Bob with the very first Gliding

BGA 425, c/n 119

Like BGA 415 this was at Christchurch for the radar trials
and in August 1940 is stated by Wikipedia as being moved
to the CLE at Ringway, and then again to RAF Thame
Haddenham at the end of December 1940. Like BGA
415 this glider also ended up with the ATC. Believed to
have been withdrawn from service in 1942, nothing more
known.
I haven’t included any drawings of the Viking 1 as you’ll
find them included in a really great ScaleSoaring UK article
on the Viking 1 and 2 gliders accessed from the following
link (<Ctrl> and click):
http://www.scalesoaring.co.uk/VINTAGE/Documentation/
Scott_Viking/Scott_Viking.html
Note in particular the link to a marvellous video that
captures the aerobatic display given by John Sproule in the
Viking 1, believed to be BGA 425, on 27th June 1941 when
King George VI and Queen Elizabeth visited Haddenham.
So one Scott Viking 1 remains, BGA 416. The effort to
return BGA 416 to its UK birthplace began in 2014. Led
by Bob van Aalst the goal was to raise 8200 Euros so as
to match the price originally paid by Willem den Baas.
This was a huge effort led by Bob which ultimately proved
successful, such that from early August 2015 the Viking
1 is now owned by the GHC and on display in the GHC
Lasham hangar, with the eventual intention of getting it
flying again.

(photograph courtesy of Paul Haliday)

Heritage Centre medal created by GHC membership
secretary Mark Wills.
We would like to thank Bob, Sylvia and his family for
their tireless efforts with fundraising, Willem den Baars
for kindly agreeing to the sale, and to all of you that felt
that this was such a worthy project and who so kindly and
generously donated to this appeal. Finally, we should also
thank Colin Simpson for the tireless efforts that he has put
in liaising with Bob in Holland over the last two years and
the enormous emotional investment that he has personally
put into the project.

More details on the final mile in Paul Haliday’s article that
follows.

Great Scott!

At the 43rd International Vintage Glider Club rally at Terlet
airfield in the Netherlands; we were absolutely delighted to
be presented with the one and only remaining Scott Viking
1 glider. In a simple ceremony, Bob van Aalst presented
the glider that had belonged to his friend Willem den Baars
to the GHC.
The purchase of the glider was financed by an appeal
organised by Bob and so generously donated to by 76
fantastic benefactors and organisations to raise the 8200
Euros asking price. The Dutch Vintage Glider Club (VHZ)
donated a sum of 1000 Euros towards the appeal, along
with many members of the VHZ who made their own
donations as well as members of the International Vintage

(photograph courtesy of Paul Haliday)

The Scott Viking made her first appearance in the Gliding
Heritage Centre hangar on Thursday 6th August as a
static exhibit along with the donors plaque. Work will be
required to bring her into an airworthy condition, which will
be enthusiastically undertaken by GHC volunteers. When
she flies again she will undoubtedly be the most historic
flyable glider in the current GHC fleet.
Paul Haliday

Archiving

A key element of the Gliding Heritage Centre’s remit is the setting up and
maintenance of an archive, and providing access to any interested parties.
Work has already started on this as documents, photographs, artefacts
and other items of interest are donated to the GHC. We have already
accumulated a significant collection.
We are also custodians
of early BGA glider
documentation following
its digitisation by the
BGA. These records
contain just routine C of
A renewal information,
and
occasionally,
especially for the earlier
BGA numbers, you find
some really interesting
historical information.

More photographs from
the open day...

(photograph courtesy of Paul Haliday)

As knowledge of the GHC spreads, we are being offered more and more
invaluable items.
Ultimately, it is planned for the archive to be housed in the museum building
but in the meantime,
we have temporary
accommodation
at
Lasham where these
items are being stored.
The building, known
as “Rorke’s Drift” has
recently been made
weather proof so we
now need to start the
task of documenting
and cataloguing the
items.
The initial task is to sort, evaluate and document what we have, including
digitising and scanning certain documents and photographs. We will then
create an Archive using “National Archive” approved software so it is
compatible with other
aviation archives and
can be made available
to all by direct access or
via the internet.

and paul.jakman@btinternet.com respectively.

We desperately need
volunteers to help in this
important task. If any of
you would be available
for just a couple of
days a month, please
contact Colin Simpson
or Paul Jackman on
colinsimpson@me.com
(photographs above courtesy of Nan Appleyard

We are always keen to recruit new members. If you know of anyone with an interest in aviation please pass on our
details. Visit our website: www.glidingheritage.org.uk or email: enquiry@glidingheritage.org.uk

